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LOGLINE
CHRISTIAN DEATH METAL is an 11-minute animated comedy series that follows the Christian metal band Stigmata as they tour the 
world bringing the Lord’s message with the heaviest riffs, blurring the lines between metal fans and Christians. 

It is Metalocaylpse meets Moral Orel.

SYNOPSIS
Dang, this song is rockin’. There’s a bitchin’ riff, the lyrics are pretty obscure, and here comes that sick Chorus: “Lord, you lift me up.” Dang, this song is rockin’. There’s a bitchin’ riff, the lyrics are pretty obscure, and here comes that sick Chorus: “Lord, you lift me up.” 
Goddammit, you just got duped. You’re listening to Christian Rock. You feel betrayed, just like Jesus. But that riff is so bitchin’, you 
kind of listen to the whole song out of respect and because it’s so damn catchy.

Stigmata, a Christian Metal outfit from Jacksonville, FL wants to bring God’s message to the masses through their music. Wherever Stigmata, a Christian Metal outfit from Jacksonville, FL wants to bring God’s message to the masses through their music. Wherever 
they’re playing (music videos, county fairs, Superchurches, pro-life rallies), they pray to God for guidance. And the band thinks that God 
answers through serendipitous events: upside-down crosses, Scripture passages about filling up cups with Christ’s blood, and performing 
questionable “acts” when their tour bus breaks down.

Each time Stigmata plays, it is simultaneously the most brutal performance coupled with the most Christian message. This attracts fans Each time Stigmata plays, it is simultaneously the most brutal performance coupled with the most Christian message. This attracts fans 
from both the Christian and Metal communities, making Stigmata’s fanbase very polarizing. But their rabid dedication to the band pack 
each show with groupies, devotees, cult personalities, and virgin sacrifices.

With growing fame comes growing temptation: greedy record executives, becoming sellouts, band drama and the fear of breaking their With growing fame comes growing temptation: greedy record executives, becoming sellouts, band drama and the fear of breaking their 
celibacy vows are some of the obstacles the band must overcome to remain a pure, brutal force in the Christian music industry. As the 
band tackles moral quandaries, they learn more about themselves and find out what it really means to be Christian.



FORMAT / TONE
CHRISTIAN DEATH METAL is an 11-minute animated comedy series focusing on a Dethklok-esque band innocently questioning 
religion, much like in Morel Orel. The style jumps between dry, improvised dialogue of band members when not on stage and the brutal 
violence of Metalocalypse when the band is on stage playing to thousands (if not millions) of fans.

CHRISTIAN DEATH METAL preys on the musical duplicity that is Christian rock: giving a soulful intro about the love of the Lord CHRISTIAN DEATH METAL preys on the musical duplicity that is Christian rock: giving a soulful intro about the love of the Lord 
and going into a Cannibal Corpse chorus with blast beats and demonic guitars also about the love of the Lord. The music will explore 
tropes of the death metal community, such as overused doublekicks, squealies, dropped-tuning riffs, and overproduced bands. Sometimes 
the Christian Metal band is better than the shitty manufactured metal. The lyric content is the band’s misinterpretation of God’s Word, 
often providing a more brutal picture than intended.

Subjects for episodes focus on morally grey topics where Christian and secular societies often clash: abortion, gun legislation, marriage Subjects for episodes focus on morally grey topics where Christian and secular societies often clash: abortion, gun legislation, marriage 
equality, vaccinations, etc. Sometimes the traditional Christian viewpoint is more sinister, like pro-life protesters holding up giant posters 
of pictures of aborted fetuses. It doesn’t seem very Christian, but it’s definitely brutal.

CHRISTIAN DEATH METAL doesn’t answer the question if God is real, nor does it take a stance on any real life issue. If anything, the 
show presents both sides and finds the humor in everything. The band itself is ironic, as Stigmata is the only Christian band that has an 
explicit rating on every one of their songs.



Greg was touched by the Lord in at St. Vincent Catholic Church in Boston, MA and his parents promptly moved to Florida after. But 
moving didn’t stop Greg from finding the Lord again at the RiteLife Church. His quiet and reserved neutral temperament makes him a 
doormat most of the time—that is until he snaps into a death scream, complete with veins popping out of his head and looking like a true 
terror. The lead singer of the band, he has the innocent curiosity to question why things are the way they are in the Bible and is the 
litmus test for most of the band’s decisions. 

He is also naive enough to believe anything anyone tells him.



Justin was the youth minister at the RiteLife Church, entertaining youths on a Wednesday night with his funny acoustic guitar songs 
and making the teachings of Jesus “Lit.” He tries to act younger than he is (46) and be one of the cool kids. Since metal is pretty cool 
with all the teens, Justin decided to find band members within his church to bring the Lord’s Message to the youth through the
double-kick blast beats of the most metal songs. 

The self-proclaimed “leader”, Justin provides “misguidance” to the rest of the band through misquoted Bible Scripture.



Billy is a Florida native, and has not known anything outside of Jacksonville. He married his high school sweetheart (and only sweet-
heart) Vicki at the age of 19. He’s one of those people who says he’s a Christian, but there’s hardly a moral scruple about him. 
Billy likes to think he’s a rockstar, though his talent doesn’t match his confidence. Thank God he’s married to Vicki, who he grossly 
makes out with at any given moment; NO SEX unless it’s for procreation. Billy is quick to shoot down anyone’s opinion, and is 
EXTREMELY jealous if anyone so much as looks at Vicki for too long.

The sexual tension is at an all-time high between him and Vicki.



Vicki is married to Billy, but that’s not all Vicki’s about. Since her husband is into metal, Vicki decided to pick up his guitar one day and 
show interest in his hobby. After that, it’s never been the same: Vicki is a natural virtuoso at guitar, melting faces and praising God at the 
same time with her gift. But she’ll screw up intentionally so she doesn’t outshine Billy. She dresses in jeans and oversized band shirts that 
Billy gave her because they aren’t “form fitting.” Basically she’ll do anything Billy wants because that’s what makes a marriage work.

But just underneath that exterior lies a true rocker chick who wants to shred faces off and probably would stomp out someone like Billy But just underneath that exterior lies a true rocker chick who wants to shred faces off and probably would stomp out someone like Billy 
with her combat boots.

Like Billy, she has so much sexual tension that spontaneous makeout sessions are just around the corner. But Vicki seems to have higher 
aspirations than being known as “Billy’s Wife.”



Skullfire Maultooth is the most metal drummer in the entire state of Florida. His blast beats are so fast, it once gave an elderly lady heart 
palpitations. Skullfire joined Stigmata because no band in the death metal scene will play with him after the mysterious circumstances 
surrounding his previous band. Skullfire tolerates the Jesus stuff as long as he gets to beat the skins as loud and as fast as he can. He speaks 
in almost a hushed whisper, which is because he’s suppressing the rage of 1,000 bpms. He is the lynchpin that ties Stigmata to the death 
metal community. 

Also everyone in the band calls him by his “Christian” name, Steve. Little do they know that his legal name is Skullfire Maultooth.Also everyone in the band calls him by his “Christian” name, Steve. Little do they know that his legal name is Skullfire Maultooth.



Larry is the most cutthroat booking agent in all of Duval County (which houses the city of Jacksonville). He used to book the biggest 
non-Christian bands like Slayer, Mastodon, and Yanni. But after Yanni exposed his embezzling ways, no mainstream band will use him. 
So what? He can make a buck off these Christian suckers--I mean, believers. But being a cutthroat AND providing for his family have 
made Larry a nervous wreck. It also doesn’t help that Larry’s horrible secret that no one can find out is that he’s Jewish. His real name is 
Larry Kilmartinbergensteinawitz.



SIDE CHARACTERS
Howard “King of Kings” King (CEO of Virgin Mary Records) - Howard is a true believer in the Lord; God has 
brought him so much success and prosperity running his own record label...but if anything is affecting his bottom line, he becomes an 
absolute monster. His exterior facade is a kind and welcoming Christian, but on the backend he has so many bands locked into 
impossible contracts. A Jekyll and Hyde type personality, Howard also has his secret vices that no one must discover...like how he has at-
tended all the Demi Lovato concerts, even though she has been deemed a sinner.

Erma (The Christian Superfan) - Erma is 82 years young and loves the music of the Lord! Ever since her husband died from 
Salmonella at a bad buffet bar, Erma has followed Christian bands around the nation, attending over 572 shows in one year. Something 
about Stigmata speaks to her through the blast beats, plus it’s fun to be young again with all these scary metal people! 

VVolkar Skol (The Death Metal Superfan) - Volkar writes for the Metal magazine “I Am Become Deaf”, where bands are 
made and/or destroyed by the publishing of a review. Volkar got a random tip that the most metal band is performing at the Christian 
festival “Souled Out” (inside tip: Skullfire definitely called in a favor). With his cabbie hat, cape, and skull cane, Volkar’s ready to go! 
Volkar is modeled after Euronymous (Until the Light Takes Us) and has a similar mindset where he is a curator of the finest metal bands 
that everyone will love, and no one will hate. In reality, he is so steeped in the death metal culture that most see him as a snobby elitist 
and remind him that he is still the shift leader at the local GameStop.and remind him that he is still the shift leader at the local GameStop.



SIDE CHARACTERS

Joe Ostereich (SuperChurch Leader) - Joe started his humble ministry in a 600,000 square foot basketball stadium he bought 
from the Houston Rockets. Joe now televises his sermons to broadcast 24/7 across the 32 SuperChurches scattered throughout the U.S. 
Joe simply calls his ministry “Super Church” because God is just Super! He books the biggest Christian bands to play at his Super-
Churches to gain more followers and more profits, er...donations. He is very jealous, and if he thinks someone is better than him, he’ll 
use his followers and donations to crush them where they stand.

GodPunch (The Rival Band) - GodPunch have been honing their sound for the past five years. And that sound is generic 
dirt-metal that sounds bad. They’ve seen a steady rise in their popularity, but with the overnight success of Stigmata, GodPunch has 
been constantly overlooked. Zimmy, Pop, Wozniak, Beretta, and Jonathan are the unsuccessful Misfits (that’s a Jem reference) to 
Stigmata’s Jem (also a Jem reference). But jealousy is a Sin, and in the game of Christian Metal, you must be pure. So GodPunch will 
humble themselves...for now.



EPISODES

Take ‘Em to SuperChurch
Stigmata is invited to play one of Christian music’s biggest events of the year: Joe Ostereich’s biggest SuperChurch in Colorado Springs. Stigmata is invited to play one of Christian music’s biggest events of the year: Joe Ostereich’s biggest SuperChurch in Colorado Springs. 
In one of Colorado’s driest seasons, there’s a mandated government ration of water. Ignoring the drought, Joe Ostereich books Stigmata 
to play, but to his congregation only. The rest of the metal fans wait outside the church in the hot sun, hoping the doors to the Super-
Church will open. Water runs dry, but Joe Ostereich proclaims he is the conduit of God, and can turn wine into water (sike, it’s straight 
up communion wine). Now everyone’s dehydrated both inside and outside. Stigmata’s song “Baptism by Water” is so heavy, it creates 
the first-ever landlocked hurricane. Joe Ostereich’s emergency chopper lands on the helipad to evacuate the band and Joe, but Joe’sthe first-ever landlocked hurricane. Joe Ostereich’s emergency chopper lands on the helipad to evacuate the band and Joe, but Joe’s
intoxication causes him to fall off the chopper and land on the roof of the SuperChurch...coming face to face with those he turned away.

Loaves and Fyshes (Bottle Episode)
The Band sets out for the next show 10 hours away and must drive nonstop to make it on time. But God tests them by making everyone 
forget to pack food and drinks for the ride ahead. To make matters worse, the toilet has backed up, and Greg stocked up on a 128 oz. 
Big Gulp right before getting on the bus. Justin is confident God will provide a solution, but as the hours pass by, things get desperate. 
Band tensions run high as Larry cracks from the pressure and reveals his previous secular career and his true intent for managing the 
band. He almost reveals he’s Jewish...almost. Vicki and Billy have their first marital fight in front of the band. Greg pisses all 127 ounces 
back into his Big Gulp, and Billy is confident the mattress padding is Manna from God. Will the team drink the piss and eat the mattress, back into his Big Gulp, and Billy is confident the mattress padding is Manna from God. Will the team drink the piss and eat the mattress, 
or will they discover that Skullfire has been hoarding a secret supply behind his bunk the entire time? Can Skullfire feed the masses with 
crumbs and flat Mountain Dew? Isn’t Mountain Dew just piss?



EPISODES
Turn the Other Cheek
The Band shoots their first music video for their hit song “Test of Faith”! At the behest of the record label, this music video has to spread The Band shoots their first music video for their hit song “Test of Faith”! At the behest of the record label, this music video has to spread 
God’s message in the sexiest way possible. All the guys’ heads are turned by the professional “secular” backup dancers decked out in 
scantily-clad Metal and Goth attire. Except Greg. Greg’s more into the male dancers and can’t understand why. Vicki’s image is also 
pushed-up and stripped-down, making Billy feel closer to his wife than ever before and also having a bipolar meltdown at anyone who 
looks at his wife for more than a second. Skullfire is loving every moment, until he looks at Vicki for two seconds and gets an earful 
from Billy, who looks more and more like a pickup artist as the shoot progresses. Justin seems fine with the whole thing, but seems to from Billy, who looks more and more like a pickup artist as the shoot progresses. Justin seems fine with the whole thing, but seems to 
take frequent breaks to study his “verses.” Skullfire finds him entwined with one of the backup dancers, and the two make a pact to get 
past this temptation by having as much sex as possible and not telling the rest of the band. After much fighting, the music video is com-
pleted and breaks the Internet. Metal fans and Christians alike praise it as the best music video of the year (released in January). Billy’s 
brain breaks that millions of people have been looking at his smoking-hot wife for 5:35.

Sylent Knyght
The band is in charge of the RiteLife annual Christmas toy drive, but Larry is strangely absent to facilitate the event. The gang settles on 
the idea of “caroling” throughout the city on the back of a flatbed semi, generously provided by Billy’s fifth cousin, Tyler; because it’s 
just reminiscent of Santa’s sleigh, but just enough “blue collar American” to deliver the true message of Jesus’ birth. Angry residents 
chuck unwanted gifts at the “sleigh”, and it seems all is going well—until they stop at Larry’s house and discover that he and his family 
are wearing these tiny hats, and they have a weird candelabra with eight candles on it and they’re playing a weird top-spinning game. 
Larry gives quick excuses as to why his “Christian” household has all this “weird stuff”. He apologizes that he wasn’t there to help with Larry gives quick excuses as to why his “Christian” household has all this “weird stuff”. He apologizes that he wasn’t there to help with 
the toy drive...but he knows an awesome concert venue: his own synagogue. Metal fans pour in for this impromptu concert and the toy 
drive is a success! Also most of the metal fans are Jewish.   



EPISODES
Pro-Wyfe
Billy has a serious discussion with Vicki about wanting to start a family and patch over their rough patches with a human child. Vicki Billy has a serious discussion with Vicki about wanting to start a family and patch over their rough patches with a human child. Vicki 
says she’ll think about it, right now she wants to focus on playing this pro-life rally that’s happening in ten minutes. The crowd is tense, 
pro-choice metal fans are greeted by pro-life protesters wielding picket signs with photos of aborted fetuses. A fight is just about to 
break out as Stigmata takes the stage to play “Abort Abortion”. Vicki gets super into it, losing herself in the music. The pro-lifers start 
fighting in the mosh pit, which to metal fans is just a normal mosh pit. Brutal visuals and lyrics depicting dead babies emerging from va-
ginas gets the metal fans in the spirit, and they make amends with the pro-lifers, saying they are truly “brutal.” the pro-lifers are just conginas gets the metal fans in the spirit, and they make amends with the pro-lifers, saying they are truly “brutal.” the pro-lifers are just con-
fused, but happy their message got across.

Shred-a-rooni
Having the heaviest sound in the industry, Stigmata is invited to GAMM’s “Shred-a-rooni Fasty-Fingies Guitar Show”. Technically, 
they only invited Vicki to perform, but Billy begged her to add him to the bill. Now at GAMM, Billy gets full of himself and says he’s 
the best guitar player. Every band member proceeds to take a guitar off a display and is instantly better than Billy. Billy then makes the 
claim “well, at least I’m better than Vicki.” To keep his pride (and their marriage intact), Vicki holds back and proves that Billy is the best 
(sort of). Billy lords this over Vicki the entire time they’re at GAMM: in interviews, talking to other bands, and every set they do. Then 
comes time for the big “Shred-a-rooni Fasty-Fingers Guitar Show”. Vicki lets Billy shred over her at the top, but something snaps inside comes time for the big “Shred-a-rooni Fasty-Fingers Guitar Show”. Vicki lets Billy shred over her at the top, but something snaps inside 
of her. She goes insane-o, shredding the audience’s faces off. Billy is left playing wrong notes and struggling to keep up as Vicki finishes 
the show. The crowd boos Billy off the stage. Vicki tries to reason with Billy, but Billy cannot accept that his wife is better than him. 
Billy storms off and Vicki is left to thousands of cameras, reporters, and fans as she’s on her way to becoming the next big thing for the 
metal world.

Oh, and Greg gets some advice from Rob Halford about his “feelings” toward “men.”



SONGS

Prove to your God how much you’re worth
Giving up gifts of gold and myrrrh
Open up your wallet give what’s inside
Then You look down and something dies
Zero bucks to give your King
Think fast about your offering
Collection plate is almost hereCollection plate is almost here
Sweaty palms and blinded by fear

Look in your pockets, you found a knife
Time to give the Lord your God your own life
Plunge the blade into your wrists
You know what will become of this

Offer your soul
Put it in the bowlPut it in the bowl
Offer your Soul
Put it in the bowl
Jesus is Lord Above

Offer your soul
Put it in the bowl
Offer your Soul
Put it in the bowlPut it in the bowl
Jesus is Lord Above

The blood drains from your face
This will put you back in His good grace
Jesus gave his blood for you
It’s time for you to give it back now too
The priest nods in approval
At your plasma removal
Fill it all the way up to the topFill it all the way up to the top
Someone better go get a mop
Cover all these filthy dollars
You are a big pimp baller
What a sublime divine offering
Given up to Christ the King

Kiss your beautiful wife goodbye
Your children start to cryYour children start to cry
Because you’ll soon die
To join Your Lord on High
You should’ve just gone to the bank
The regular one, not the blood bank
Praise the Lord and give thanks
Next time just to go to the bank

Jesus is Lord of All!Jesus is Lord of All!

Mommy and Daddy are very mad at me
They tried to kill me off with some Plan B
Somehow I made it, somehow I survived
Conservatively at conception is when I’m alive

I want to be born, I want to do good
Please don’t take me to Planned Parenthood
Don’t you want to see your son?Don’t you want to see your son?
I’d rather be murdered by a fucking gun

Abort Abortion
Abort Abortion
Abort Abortion

Say hello to your very first daughter
Just a bag of arms from this putrid slaughter
My little tiny hands and little tiny feetMy little tiny hands and little tiny feet
Come out of your womb along with your 
screams
You chose this act so wretched and vile
Out pops my head to show my undeveloped 
smile
The doctors pull and it hurts so much
At least I’ll be used for STEM cell researchAt least I’ll be used for STEM cell research

Abort Abortion
Abort Abortion
Abort Abortion

OFFERING ABORT ABORTION



SONGS
Dirty, your mouth is filled with sin
Into the pool, let the cleansing begin
Wash yourself with ancient waters
Sanctified by God the Father

The water is wet, splishy splash
Now look in the mirror of your past
Horrors emerge and drag you downHorrors emerge and drag you down
Absolve yourself or lest you drown 

This is a Baptism by Water!

Into the depths to meet your God
Drown yourself in his love
Face yourself and look within
Also I hope you know how to swim

Drown, drown, drown!Drown, drown, drown!

This is a Baptism by Water!

Final course it’s chimichangas
Will you make it out alive?
Reading all the filthy mangas
You must now fight to survive
Go for the hole stick in your pole
Drink Rumchata til you’re drunk
When you ride, pay the tollWhen you ride, pay the toll
Play with fire, big slam dunks

The door is closing, it’s not too late
Trapped in a closet to masturbate
Look to God to annihilate
All the demons of this smegragate
Test of Faith
Test of FaithTest of Faith

Look at all these boobs and butts
Writhing in unholy mass
Holy shit there’s some guy’s nuts
This is a test you must pass
Down into the pleasure pit
Like a Playplace of carnal sin
Both reek of human shitBoth reek of human shit
And sticks of Slim Jim

Resist the temptation
It is your only salvation
Pencils down, this is a test of faith

Do the frijoles and burrito
Eating chocolate and the sweets
Your dick is like a mosquitoYour dick is like a mosquito
Sucking the milk from Satan’s teets
Tumeric on your dick
Snorting angel dust
Fart until it makes you sick
pleasuretown or bust
Look at all these boobs and butts
Playing the drums on some guy’s gutPlaying the drums on some guy’s gut

Resist the temptation
It’s your only salvation
Pencils down, this is a test of faith

Cum and Tex Mex leaves quite a mess
Do the dog style during sex
Cum and Tex Mex leaves quite a mess
Do the style that dogs do during sexDo the style that dogs do during sex
Cum and Tex Mex leaves quite a mess
Dogs love their style during sex

You’ve been traveling in the desert for 39 days
You’re following this old man who says God 
spoke to him. There’s no food, there’s no water
And you’ve got chapped lips. You want to go And you’ve got chapped lips. You want to go 
back, you want to give up, there’s sand in your 
sandals, ironic and you’re starting to get 
HUNGRY...

HUT HUT HUT HUT
Trapsing the dunes both far and wide
Your skin looks like gross leather rawhide
Sand so smooth to the touchSand so smooth to the touch
Now Feels like a sandpaper punch

39 Days have gone by
You could just lay down and die
Keep going, the promise revealed
And maybe a little happy meal

HUT HUT HUT HUT
HUT HUT HUT HUTHUT HUT HUT HUT
The camels snort and they buck and they spit
Try to resist drinking your own piss
Follow in Moses’ laiden tracks
Didn’t think to pack any snacks

39 Days have gone by
Look to the sky and ask God WHY
He wards a message, wait and seeHe wards a message, wait and see
Mana from heaven, laid out for thee

Mana from the God
Mana from the God
Shove a fat wad
Shove a fat wad
Gotta go fast, hell can wait
Meager rations, grueling pace
Clip clop clippity clopClip clop clippity clop
Eat up all the slop
Caulk the camels, Ford the sand
We will be delivered by God’s hand
Clip clop clippity clop
Eat up all the slop
Caulk the camels ford the sand
We Will be delivered by God’s HandWe Will be delivered by God’s Hand

Good fortune and good luck
Another dune, holy living shitfuck

HUT HUT HUT HUT

BAPTISM BY WATER TEST OF FAITH 40 DAYS IN THE DESERT



SONGS

I feel something stirring inside my soul
Something longing, I need to fill this hole
It calls to me from beyond this plane
You hear my voice, you know my pain

Guide me with your hands, have it your way
You are the potter and I am the clay
Mold me and make meMold me and make me
Lord, show me the Way!

Touch me Lord
Touch me Lord
Touch me Lord

Come and fill me with your love
You are God-sent from heaven above
You move through me, you move through my You move through me, you move through my 
soul
I want you inside me, I want to lose control
My breath it quickens, my heart beats still
Show me the Way to do Thy Will

Guide me with your hands, have it your way
You are the potter and I am the clay
Mold me and make meMold me and make me
Lord, show me the Way!

Touch me Lord
Touch me Lord
Touch me Lord

Hunters come down out of the sky
Heralds on High, they come to prophesi
Jesus was born to take away your sin
But now guess who is back again!
The sky opens, the Heavens erupt
The human race is truly fucked
You didn’t cross your T’s and dot your I’sYou didn’t cross your T’s and dot your I’s
Now the prize eternal life that you are denied

Raise your head, Look up to the Sky
Angels circle overhead, now it’s time to die
You will breathe your very last breath
For the wages of Sin is Ultimate Death!

(Go Go Run Run Go Go Now Now) x4

Worldly possessions you were obsessedWorldly possessions you were obsessed
Photos of your dog with the hashtag Blessed
Pets don’t have souls they can’t transcend
But neither will you, you’ve met your end
Your Mom and Dad are going to heaven
Because they voted Republican
Angels carry them up to God
But then drop them cause their last name is ToddBut then drop them cause their last name is Todd

Raise your head, Look up to the Sky
Angels circle overhead, now it’s time to die
You will breathe your very last breath
For the wages of Sin is Ultimate Death!

(Go Go Run Run Go Go Now Now) 

All roads lead straight to Hell
Alexander Graham Fucking Bell
He invented the telephone
So you could hear a lady moan
Deviant sexual perversion
created a grandmaster diversion
You reap what you sow todayYou reap what you sow today
Now let an Angel carry you away

Hinduism
Judaism
Communism
Capitalism
Nepitism
PrismPrism
Schism
Absolutism
Ice cream Socialism
Buddism Taoism
Smack crack Nickelback heart attack break your 
mother’s back

You love Billy JoelYou love Billy Joel
You love Billy Joel
You love Billy Joel
You love Billy Joel

(Go Go Run Run Go Go Now Now RUN!

TOUCH ME LORD LOOK TO THE SKY



SONGS

I’m feeling so alone, my faith has been tested
I’m sending up this prayer all the way to heaven
I’ve been beaten down
Torn from grace
Now the only thing
I see is his face

I’m lying in a ditchI’m lying in a ditch
I look up to God and say 
“KILL THIS SON OF A BITCH!”

Punch him jab him hit him bop him Stab him 
stick him and kick him with a knife
Bruise him beat him lose him lease him Bleed 
him drain him end his stupid life
Push him pull him grind him snort him piss him Push him pull him grind him snort him piss him 
hiss him insult his hot wife
Cage him change him bathe him praise him 
braize him taze him hit him with a pipe

This O God I pray
End this guy’s life today

God Kill Kevin
God Kill KevinGod Kill Kevin
God Kill Kevin Now!

Take him break him shake him bake him rake 
him put his head in a vice
Slash him mash him bash him crash him lash him 
trash him fill his head with lice
Ding him ring him ping him wing him dong 
him tong him devour him with mice
Scar him mar him bar him tar him hurt him burp Scar him mar him bar him tar him hurt him burp 
him tell him something nice

I pray to you O Lord
Cut him in half with a sword

God Kill Kevin
God Kill Kevin
God Kill Kevin Now!

Take him outside to fly a metal kiteTake him outside to fly a metal kite
Tell him to wait right there and hold on tight
Bury him in six feet of cement
When anyone asks, it was an accident
Have him trip and slip and fall
Right in the food court of the mall
Tell him he can walk on water
Then tell him that he is not the fatherThen tell him that he is not the father

This O God I pray
End this guy’s life today

God Kill Kevin
God Kill Kevin
God Kill Kevin Now!

Sequester him for a semester him, beat him treat 
him and take away his balls
Castrate him annihilate him defenestrate him and 
make him cold call
Immasculate him carbonate him berate him and 
make him hit a wall
Violate him gestate him polinate him and give Violate him gestate him polinate him and give 
him study hall

Lord, your will be done
Hurl this guy into the sun

God Kill Kevin
God Kill Kevin
God Kill Kevin Now!

GOD KILL KEVIN



FAQ
Why isn’t there more diveristy in the band?

CHRISTIAN DEATH METAL specifically focuses on the Reformed Church of America (RCA) for its model, and the RCA’s headquarters is in 
Grand Rapids, Michigan. There is very little diversity within the RCA, and that is a subject that the show tackles through diversity outside of the band 
and how the band reacts to it.

Does God exist in the show?

The show intentionally does not answer the question if God exists in the series or in the real world. What we focus on are issues and subject matter The show intentionally does not answer the question if God exists in the series or in the real world. What we focus on are issues and subject matter 
that intersect secular and religious viewpoints. We present both sides as a grey area and find the comedy in everything and the relationships the 
characters involved.

Is this heavily serialized?

Episodes are generally standalone and focus on an issue or subject for the theme of that episode. There are, however, character arcs that are sprinkled 
into these episodes to provide a longer story and foreshadow how character relationships might or might not change (hint: they’re going to change).

Subject matter such as: stance on abortion, gun laws, being the coolest guitarist, homosexuality, religious differences, what makes something brutal, Subject matter such as: stance on abortion, gun laws, being the coolest guitarist, homosexuality, religious differences, what makes something brutal, 
understanding a Bible passage, weird Christian songs that no one likes, bake sales, someone quitting the band, etc. allows for an endless refillable 
bucket.



FAQ
What are the plans for the music of the show?

All music has been crafted to be released as an album per season, following the Metalocalypse model. Music featured in the episode will be situational, 
so not everything is a music video. However, any performance of the music in the show must be heavily stylized in the most brutal way to accentuate 
that this is the most brutal music with a sometimes-delightful message.

We’d like to work with Mark Brooks for music-visual concepts, as well as Brendon Small for performance and musical guidance (post-recording).

How do you plan to keep up with releasing music as well as a television show?

It’s hard, man. However, not impossible. All ten tracks of the debut CHRISTIAN DEATH METAL album were recorded within three months, and It’s hard, man. However, not impossible. All ten tracks of the debut CHRISTIAN DEATH METAL album were recorded within three months, and 
all work was done in GarageBand. This is a very crude way to mix and record in. With better tools and a studio space (doesn’t have to be big, just a 
garage with recording booth), songs can be compiled faster.

As far as subjects for song generation, there is a backlog of 30 songs that have yet to be recorded with varying topics. Again, the Christian and metal 
communities are rife for material.

What is the message of the show?
On either side of an issue, people generally want to do good. However as of late, people are using religion as a crutch to further an agenda that On either side of an issue, people generally want to do good. However as of late, people are using religion as a crutch to further an agenda that 
doesn’t align with the morals the religion was founded on. We want to show that there is merit in Christianity, but that people must critically think 
and use their own intuition to determine their stance on an issue, and not blindly put their trust in an institution. The Metal community also has 
merit, and many take them for granted as degenerates who worship death. Smush these two communities together, and you’ll find they’re not that 
different.


